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Abstract: Identifying clusters in the high dimensional data is an essential and challenging data mining problem. 
Clusters  of objects in all subspaces  of a dataset, that is different subset of dimensions called subspace clustering. 
In particular, high dimensional data sets can be well understood by clustering it in its subspaces. Many of  existing 
subspace clustering  algorithms desire several database scans and produce a more number of  redundant subspace 
clusters  in growing exponential data. To solve this problem, we propose a  new  model  for discovering  maximal  
subspace clusters and requires only n database scans for n dimensional data sets. In this paper a new model Enhanced 
subspace clustering i.e “EnSubClu” is designed by two phases. We fi rst, fi nd the dense units in different subspaces. 
Second, generate the maximal subspace clusters w.r.t. the objects in identifi ed subspaces. Many big application areas 
like social networking, computer vision, biology, fi nancial and sales analysis are maintained high dimensional data 
which is supported the proposed new enhanced subspace clustering algorithm.
Keywords: Data Mining, High dimensional data, Subspace clustering, New enhanced subspace clustering.

1. INTRODUCTION
Clustering is a data mining problem, which fi nds dense regions in high dimensional data space. Traditional 
clustering algorithms were constructed to produce clusters in the full dimensional space [1,2]. But as the 
growing of dimensionality of data tends to few dimensions become irrelevant to some clusters. These traditional 
clustering algorithms are ineffi cient for increasing volume of data. The high dimensional data also suffers due 
to the curse of dimensionality[3][4]. The following fi g 1 Aggarwal R et al.[5] describes the high dimensional 
data attributes.

The problem of identifying clusters present in the subspaces of a high dimensional data space that allows 
quality clustering of the data objects than the full space called subspace clustering. More number of dimensions 
are not easy to handle. So the complexity increases exponentially with the dimensionality. As n – dimensional 
data can have up to 2n – 1 possible subspaces are require n number of data scans. So these state -art-of subspace 
clustering algorithms computationally expensive. Thus, we propose a new generic model enhanced subspace 
clustering, which eliminates the redundant subspaces and reduce the database scans. 
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Figure 1: Existence of redundant attributes and Existence of irrelevant attributes

1.1. Motivating examples
In social networks the detection of communities having identical interests can support both target marketers[30] 
and sociologists. Gunneman et al.[6] proposed subspace clustering on social  networking graphs for community 
detection. Another important area of subspace clustering is radio astronomy[7], clusters of galaxies the origin 
of universe theories.  In sales analysis: by recognizing the different subspace clusters that exist in large amount 
of sales data, we can detect which of the different attributes are related. This can be useful promoting the 
sales  and in planning the inventory levels of various products. Another area of subspace clustering is web 
text mining through document clustering.Li et al.[8] proposed iterative subspace clustering for text mining. 
In biology[9][10], Eren et al.[11] have compared the performance of related subspace clustering approaches 
in micro array data. 

Subspace clustering is important in computer vision and image problems. Example, moving objects[12,13] 
and identifi cation of faces. In all of these applications described useful knowledge is unrevealed in the underlying 
subspaces of the data. There are two main techniques in the literature to share with subspace clustering top 
down and bottom up approaches. Only the user determines the number of clusters and  relevant subspaces 
[14,15].This approach is not applicable to automatically detect all possible clusters in all subspaces. So the other 
technique for subspace clustering is the bottom-up hierarchical method  located on Apriori principal [16].This 
approach has the capability of generating all hidden clusters in their relevant subspaces.[17-18].Corresponding 
Apriori principal of downward closure property of the dense regions in higher dimensional subspaces are close 
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to each other. As the following fi g 2 [19], the one-dimensional clusters from subspaces ({1},{3} and {4}  are 
combined to fi nd the clusters in the two dimensional subspaces ({1,3},{3,4} and {1,4}) and fi nally the three-
dimensional space {1,3,4} . Anyhow, several combinations of the lower dimensional clusters over the step-by-
step bottom-up clustering process. Even though these algorithms look likely for detecting all possible subspace 
clusters, they fail to scale due to the exponential search space [19, 20]. Detection of more redundant trivial 
clusters and an excessive number of database scans leads to ineffi ciency in the traditional bottom-up subspace 
clustering algorithms. However sophisticated indexing structures have been used for these look-ups, even it 
remains one of the main ineffi ciencies in the subspace clustering techniques yet. In this paper we present a new 
model enhanced subspace clustering algorithm that focus to remove these ineffi ciencies.

Cluster

No Cluster

{1,2,3} {1,2,4} {1,3,4} {2,3,4}

{1,2} {1,3} {1,4} {2,3} {2,4} {3,4}

{1} {2} {3} {4}

Figure 2: Shows the  Bottom-up clustering

This paper will be coordinated into a few portions. Initially we will present current literature related to our 
approach. Next discuss the propose work methodology in new enhanced subspace clustering algorithm. The 
proposed algorithm and designing models were discussed in followed sections and concluding remarks.

2. BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW
The traditional clustering techniques use the whole data to detect full dimensional clusters. DBSCAN [2] is a 
well known full dimensional clustering technique. However,the curse of dimensionality implies that the data 
loses in high dimensional space[3,4].so these full dimensional clustering approaches  are not capable to fi nd 
any useful clusters with the increase in dimensionality of the data. Another important technique to handle with 
the high dimensionality is reduce the number of dimensions by eliminating the irrelevant dimensions .Eg : 
PCA (Principal component Analysis ). If no cluster structure was detected in the original space [21]. No new 
clusters in the transformed dimensions will be detected also, dimensionality reduction is not attainable[17]. 
Subspace clustering is a classic problem where one is liable points in a high dimensional feature space and the 
signifi cance of  the local relevance over the data w.r.t. the subset of dimensions. that has lead to the arrival of 
subspace clustering algorithms.[20,9,2]. There are two main techniques in to share with subspace clustering top 
down and bottom up approaches.Top down approaches are PROCLUS [14] and FINDIT[15] use projected 
clustering for high dimensional data.These algorithms fail to fi nd all maximal clusters and  not applicable to 
automatically detect all possible clusters in all subspaces. The bottom up approach is based on the downward  
cluster feature of the Apriori principal which was used for frequent item set mining [16]. In this principal, a 
set of points from n- dimensional space when projected onto a lower (n-1) dimensional is not dense. These 
algorithms can detect all possible clusters in all subspaces but they breakdown to scale with dimensions[17-18, 
22, 23 ]. Agrawal et.al [17]  were  fi rst to propose the grid-density based algorithm in their famous CLIQUE 
algorithm to detect the subspace clusters in the data. All of these approaches MAFIA[24], ENCLUS [22] are 
the generation of (n-1) dimensional units before n- dimensional units ,leads to ineffi ciency as lot of duplicate 
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clusters and generate trivial clusters. Bottom- up clustering approaches, SUBCLU[25] evaluates  the  clusters 
higher dimensional clusters utilizing the lower dimensions clusters. SUBCLU generates all lower dimensional 
trivial clusters and fails to satisfy the generating maximal subspace clusters. Kriegel et al. Proposed FIRES[18] 
which determines 1-dimensional histograms called base clusters. These  base clusters are merged by intersecting  
points  to fi nd maximal subspace clusters, but it requires multiple database scans. Assent et al. proposed INSCY 
[23] for subspace clustering which is an extension of SUBCLU. They use a SCY-tree called index structure 
which can be traversed in depth fi rst order and generate the high dimensional clusters. So it requires multiple 
database scans and generate all intermediate trivial clusters .The multi-dimensional index structure introduces 
computational cost as well as ineffi ciency. All of these existing subspace clustering algorithms required multiple 
database scans and generate more trivial subspace clusters [27] with expensive costs. In the next section, we 
propose “EnSubClu” : A new Enhanced Subspace Clustering  design model and methodology.

3. PROPOSED DESIGN MODEL
We propose a generic new model enhanced subspace clustering “Ensubclu”  to fi nd non trivial  subspace 
with minimal cost clusters and requires only n database scans for n – dimensional data sets. We present the 
details of  “EnSubClu” algorithm and its design models. This approach follows two phases. In phase1, the 
“EnSubClu” aims to extract  the subspace clusters by fi nding the dense units in the relevant subspaces of given 
high dimensional dataset.

Based on the monotonicity of the Apriori principal, a group of dense points in an n –dimensional space 
S is dense in all the lower dimensional projectional of zone.

In preference, if we have dense sets of a given data. These 1-dimensional common points suffi ciently 
will point us to dense points in the higher dimensional subspaces.. Based on this criteria proof, we develop our 
model to effectively and fi nd the maximal clusters in all possible subspaces of a high-dimensional data set. Here 
we observe the our approach state model in fi g 3.

Processed
data

Mining for
subspace clusters

Subspace clusters

Find dense
units

Identify dense units Identifying of maximal
subspace clusters

Figure 3: Proposed pipeline model

Defi nitions and problem :  We assume Db = {p1, p2,--------, pm}, is a database of m points in a n-dimensional 
space, where each point is a n-dimensional vector, s.t. pi = {pi1, pi2, p, ---, pin}.  A subspace S is  subset of full 
attribute set Ds, s.t an  k-dimensional subspace is denoted as  S = {d1, d2,----, dk} where di € Ds and 1< = k <= n. A 
subspace sl is the projection of a high dimensional subspace S. if slc S. In this ,we retrieve the defi nition of density 
from DBSCAN[2] which is based on € and  parameters s.t. , a point is dense if it has at least  points within 
€ distance.
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3.1. Phase I: Finding dense units

3.1.1. Here we follow the  observations 
Observation 1: At least  +1 density connected points from a dimension di also exist in the single dimensions 
dj,---- dr. So these points will form a set of dense points. S = {di, dj,---- dr} in the maximal subspace. We 
observe the fi g 4 , shows the activity diagram of fi nding dense units and observe the step by step fl ows in the 
design model.

Maintain the bench
mark data sets

Apply subspace
clustering on DB

Identify the
subspaces

Find the core sets of
each subspace

Density connected points { 1, 2, ---
pm} in subspace dimensions { ...

p p
dj

all T + 1 connected points
named dense units

s di dj dr= { ., , ... }

Figure 4: Flow of core sets in dense units

Observation 2: Following the observation 1, In order to test if two dense units are same, we propose 
a noval idea “Adding Signatures” to each of these 1-D  dense units and observed in the following fi g 5. The 
functionality is,comparing the individual points among all dense units.The dense unit contains same points or 
not. Finally we can hash the signatures by extendable hashing datastructures and resulting collisions will give 
us to maximal subspace dense units. Our noval proposal for adding signatures to the dense units is adopted by 
the work in number theory by Erdos and Lehner [26]. We observe that if sum (U1) = sun (U2) = L,then U1 and 
U2 are same with an extremely high probability, otherwise L is large. Thus ₰ =  + 1, the two dense units U1 
and U2 will contain the same points with very high probability, if sum(U1) = sum(U2), mentioned this sum is 
very large.

3.1.2. Phase II: Identifi cation of maximal subspace clusters
We can hash their signatures sums to extendable hash table as shown in fi g 6. If all the sums collide these dense 
units are same with high probability. Thus, after hashing the dense units of collisions in all dimensions generate 
dense units in the appropriate maximal subspaces .We can integrate these dense units to obtain fi nal clusters 
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in their respective signatures. Extract subspace clusters by fi nding the dense units in the relevant subspaces of 
given data set. We now have dense units in all maximal subspaces. We process these to create density reachable 
sets and hence maximal clusters. We apply DBSCAN in each found subspace for clustering process which € 
and  parameters can be maintained differently.

Dense units Ui

pi
pj

----> U1 <---
> ---> U2

Yes
if U1( ) = U2( )di dj

Decide all
dense un...And signatures

Extendable
hashing

Resulting collisions given lead to
maximal suspace clusters

Figure 5: Identifi cation of maximal subspace clusters
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Figure 6: Collisions among the signatures from different dimensions
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In our  design model , we analyse, how to identify the core sets in each dimensions and then produce all 
combinations of size  + 1 as potential dense units and improve the signifi cance of subspace clusters. Moreover, 
design the phases in terms of activity fl ows. However, one fi ne advantage of our approach is that the only time 
we need to scan the database set in the complete algorithm.

4. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed the new enhanced subspace clustering algorithm “EnSubClu” which overcomes 
the problems of existing subspace clustering methods including scalability [29]w.r.t. data dimensionality and 
improving the clustering results[28]. This paper provides algorithm design models for fi nding dense units and 
providing maximal subspace clusters in high dimensional space. Further we will be describe the algorithm steps 
and implementing the algorithms for the above mentioned design models. Though,we will be evaluate effi cient 
results on benchmark data sets in high dimensional data and visualizing the results.
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